Be understood worldwide

Your translation
from start to finish

Here at Atlas, we offer professional
bespoke language services to our
clients, including written translation,
spoken interpreting, voiceover
production and more. Using
carefully selected professionals, we
have over 5,000 suppliers based
across the globe, covering a variety
of specialisms and a staggering
340+ languages.

Our focus is on people. Talking,
communicating, and understanding
each other, in our experience, is key
to yielding the best results. Atlas
realises that language services
should not be founded on a
‘one size fits all’ strategy, and
therefore each project is tailored
differently according to the client
and their specific requirements.

We are proud to hold up-to-date
certification for two standards at
the heart of Atlas’ uncompromising
dedication to quality: the BS EN ISO
9001:2015 for quality management
and the BS EN 15038:2006 for
translation services.

In line with our strict quality
procedures, we only work with
suppliers demonstrating proven
expertise in their field. Each client
has a dedicated project manager
who makes sure that the project
runs smoothly, to time and with the
desired result.
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Get in touch today

team@atlas-translations.co.uk
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You send us the
source text for
translation
(as electronic
or hard copy).
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Your assigned project
manager receives the
file and produces a
free non-obligation
quote.
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01727 812 725
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If you are a corporate
client, the project
manager now
invoices you for the
translation.
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The project
manager uses our
database to place
the assignment
with a suitable
translator.

The translation
is completed.
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Once you’re happy,
and if required, the
project manager
certifies a hard copy
of the translation
then posts it to you.
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If you come to us as
a private individual,
payment is taken at
this stage.
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The project
manager quality
checks the
translation against
the original source
text.

The project
manager emails
you an electronic
copy of the
translation.
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Showing outstanding commitment to the small details which we know count,
Atlas prides itself on being large enough to cope, but small enough to care.
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Let us introduce ourselves

INISH
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You are the proud
owner of an
ISO certified, high
quality translation.

www.atlas-translations.co.uk
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Our
services
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Hello!
Ciao!
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We can provide
notarised, certified and
apostilled translations for
official purposes.
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For further information,
please visit our website:
www.atlas-translations.co.uk/services
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Get in touch today

team@atlas-translations.co.uk

01727 812 725

www.atlas-translations.co.uk
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What our clients are saying

FUTURE AGRICULTURES
Atlas provided another highquality French translation of
one of our policy briefs. They
responded quickly to our needs
and delivered a document that
we were confident to send
straight through to printing
and distribution. We’re happy
to include Atlas as one of our
trusted partners.
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Get in touch today

NHS CONFEDERATION

THE LANDMARK TRUST

Atlas provided us with a highquality, professional, courteous
and competitively
priced service, with a minimum
of fuss. I was pleased with their
communications and
would not hesitate to use them
again in the future.

Would you pass on to the
translator of the history album
my admiration for their clear and
elegant translation, which was
even delivered a day before the
deadline? We spend a great deal
of time on Landmark’s style and
tone of writing and it seems to
me (half way through checking
it back against the original
document) that the
translator has done really well
in matching it. It’s a pleasure to
read.

team@atlas-translations.co.uk

01727 812 725

SISTEMAS COGNITIVOS
The translator did an impeccable
job. The translation notes were
not only helpful but showed
a tremendous dedication to
the task and an outstanding
professional all around. A very
special thank you to ATLAS.

www.atlas-translations.co.uk
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Have a project?
REQUEST A QUOTE
Developing new skills...
Would you like to get into
translation, interpreting or voiceover
work? Add another string to your
bow, or break into this industry?
Now is the chance to hone your
skills on one of our acclaimed
training courses.
Our trainers are the best in the
business. They have practical,
real-life experience in the areas in
which they train, bringing a wealth
of practical knowledge to the
courses they run.
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Get in touch today

Courses include:
• Trados Studio – Getting Started
• Trados Studio – Advanced
• Memo Q for Everyone
• Which CAT tool? A CAT tools
overview
• Working as a Project Manager
for a translation company
• Effective proofreading for
translators
• Atlas Translations CV Clinic
• Voiceover: Beginners and
Advanced
• Telephone interpreting
• Interpreting in a health setting

team@atlas-translations.co.uk

Give us a call, drop us an email or visit our website.
Here, you can chat to us via our live chatbox
or use our interactive price calculator
for an instant quote.

01727 812725
team@atlas-translations.co.uk
www.atlas-translations.co.uk

01727 812 725

www.atlas-translations.co.uk
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Get in touch today
Censeo House
6 St Peter’s Street
St Albans, AL1 3LF
T: 01727 812 725
E: team@atlas-translations.co.uk
W: www.atlas-translations.co.uk

@atlastranslations

